Financial Grant Request Form
(For churches in Classis Georgetown CRCNA)
Financial grants from Classis Georgetown are given to churches and other ministry
agencies to help them develop and maintain ministry programs that are consistent with
the vision and five values of Classis Georgetown.
1.

Requesting church name:

2.

Description of the ministry for which the grant is requested:

3.

Dates of this ministry/project:

4.

Specific goals of the ministry:

5.

Outcomes: list measureable objectives with timelines of the ministry:

6.

Three year history of the requesting church’s ministry share contributions:
Classical 2013 - ____%; 2012 - _____%; 2011 - _____%
CRCNA: 2013 - ____%; 2012 - _____%; 2011 - _____%
Note: Mel Vander Bie, classis treasurer, can supply these percentages if you do not have them.

7.

Please include the following with your request:
A. Any additional information that would support this request
B. Your latest church financial statement

Signed: _______________________ Title/Position: ___________________ Date: ____________2014

Additional notes:
a. Grant recommendations for the following calendar/fiscal year are made by the Vision
Team to the fall classis meeting.
b. Exceptions or partial encouragement grants can be recommended even if the applicant
does not have financial need.
c. Grant recipients are required to report to the classis through the Vision Team during the
last week of June. The purpose of this reporting is to demonstrate what progress is being
made toward the desired results and outcomes as outlined in the grant request. The last
two quarterly payments of the grant support are contingent upon receiving a satisfactory
report by July 1.
d. When satisfactory outcomes are not realized, classis may postpone, reduce, or cancel the
remaining part of the grant.
e. If, at any time during the grant period, a grant recipient realizes that the anticipated
outcomes are not achievable, the recipient should inform the VisionTeam and return
unused pro rated funds to classis.
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